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“They were deceiving themselves, but the blood couldn't be denied.” —
A line spoken by the Woodsman, in Frederico Garcia Lorca's play, Blood Wedding
“I cannot tell if the day/is ending, or the world, or if/the secret of secrets is inside me again.” —
Anna Akhmatova, untitled poem, 1921

I.
Estar desesperado — Todo está en desesperación —¹
We understand the Chaos Theory of physics
because we have been forced to live it.
Names of the lost loved ones fall
loose change
from God’s immense pockets.
We need to glance with telescopic lens
into the faceless breath of God
to understanding —

deep oceans of endless tears like glass marbles.
We do not need shamanistic chanting
to bring back what was missing —
it is already gone and replaced —
We need a beginning
we can understand, grinding across the charts
of the sky like a giant telescope.
Sometimes,
those beginning have beginnings.
This is where
we do not know where or when to begin.
The grinding sounds like tanks
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II.
Old telescopes grind,
Inquisition racks,
a tight circle
of searching, longing
for the beginning
of light;
a metal panel roof opens
The star-filled tracings
to see the brightening—
stars are clear marbles —
the moonscape
is pocketed with meteors.
Explosions created a long time ago
when no one was looking.
(The same is true of disappearances.)
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III.
Shadows of leaves from my kitchen window
are on marbleized counters.
I am counting off space
from my memory
of the concentration camp.
I cannot bear to witness it,
but I must,
I must name it.
I want to live in a deep passion —

the kind that is restless
witnessing;
I want that far-off memory
when a moment is isolated.
We are all part of the same dust,
random marbles of constellations,
fighting over the nothingness
like it was something worth fighting for.
We stand in witness. We cannot be silenced,
for the stars themselves
will carry our voices
and witness.
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IV.
The wheel of a telescope grinds
a circle of stars
rotating in axis.
In the detached foothills,
smoky glass of certain sharpness focuses
on a map of providential life
walking unaware on dark streets
where the guilty and the persecuted walk together
hoping not to reawaken
nightmares
torture created.
Years to stars are nothing —
Nothing more
than peaceful endings
or violent endings,
forced renderings under water-boarding,
but endings nonetheless —
that sleep, if sleep is still possible,
is under the Chilean skies.
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V.
There is a grinding —
a metal cart of scalpels
across the desolation zone of silence.
Scientists study death and beginnings of stars —
the dust of secrets.
The telescope grinds to a halt to focus —
boots coming to attention.
When my country became the absence of insects,
mutilated pages torn out of the Book Of Life;
there began a great searching.
We witness this.
We hear many things no one wants to hear.
Silence us if you can.
We are many.
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VI.
This search is an inward search
no one wants to take. Some of us dig
relentlessly
and firmly;
we will not be swayed. We witness
whether anyone wants us to
or not,
as rain upon desert,
only to disappear upon impact.
We witness without eyes
into deep echoing space.
We search the obscurity of the unknown.
We know this is forbidden.
It is a language of danger, of dampness,
of exposure. It is what we could be killed for,
with no regrets, buried in the nothingness —
nothing to witness our disappearance,
nothing to speak for our missing,
no one to remember.
Forgotten.
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VII.
We go where we are forbidden to speak,
and dig. We dig into the deepest language
of space — from a time when planets and suns desired
to expand.
If the stars could speak, would they sound
like grounded beetle shells?
Everything lifts and rises in desperation.
We do not know why the distant galaxies exist
or why they collapse.
When we answer two questions, why,
we collapse others and
others try to collapse us.
Our origins are under seas,
or buried under magnetic nothingness.
If only we could focus our grinding telescopes
on the distance that is here,
then we might hear
the lost voices of the disposed.
We witness the elimination of people.
The eternal
is where the universal arrives
like caskets,
like rock carvings of lost tongues,
like absolutes —
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VIII.
a mummified hand pokes out of rockhard desert soil, out of the soul, to speak
to truth, to expose the truth
for what it is, for what it was,
for what it could be.
A skull grinds its teeth,
no longer representing what was human —
its gaping mouth pleading why
is a spiral galaxy.
The why resides in the darkest of answers.
.
We witness and speak about it.
Try and silence the wind that is gathering.
This skull asks mysteries.
The mystery once answered
will open gateways
to the past and future
future past,
past future.
I have witnessed too much of this.
I want to vanish my eyes.
I want my tongue to stop speaking.
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IX.
The burial of lost seas,
the elemental secrets in minerals,
bodies in geological restless winds,
boots dislocated in stacks
near empty dust covered bottles,
spoons danglingclanging together
wind chimes of death.
What is hungry in dust?
What is lost in light?
In emptiness?
I have no choice but to witness.
There are eyeballs dangling on string.
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X.
In blurred moonscape desert,
a train is moving oil tankers
in the whistle of dying wind, through
emptiness of space, gears
grinding and halting
into position, into a juxtaposition
of metal walls humming
from wind and emptiness —
Nearby, ruins of a concentration camp crumble
from lack of concentration —
what happened here,
how many died for nothing,
for no reason —
so many nameless people
extradited, exterminated,
erased into nothingness
for countless grinding centuries
in countless places of terror—all for what?
For this? This labor?
broken, shot, tortured — for nothing —
feeding the nothingness with annihilation?
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XI.
I break my glasses into memory.
I witness anyway.
I have no choice.
I remove my eyes from this,
closing the telescope lens
into a black hole.
This is where the disposable went.
This is where the unnecessary went.
This is the forced cell of miners digging in
nothingness for nothing
for no reason
other than
it was useless labor.
This is the slavery of rock.
This is barbed wire
where the hidden were kept far
from the ones who wanted to close their eyes
and did not have to witness this.
Where does complicity begin or end?
Why do we unravel life?
How can we witness and speak
the unspeakable?
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XII.
Dust-light in a library around me
are snowflakes
or constellations or names
of the forbidden —
Ramon; Jorge; Augusto;
Haroldo Cabrera’s accusing fingertip;
all unknown
until escapee Alberto Neumann
led people to the mass grave.
Constellations grind
fingernails on a blackboard
writing the architecture of memory.
I count
paces, footsteps, retracing the past
when I was in prison
within limited,
standardized space, only so wide,
not more,
nothing more than a number
without name, unworthy of identity,
while guards witnessed numbly
our mistreatment
or participated eagerly,
grinding salt in our wounds,
for we were not worthy of existing.
Yet
here I am.
A moon no one looks at directly.
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XIII.
I draw the camp from memory.
I can recall
the names scratched deeply
on clay walls.
The guards tried to remove the names —
Impossible! Like obliterating stars!
I remember the names —
Francisco; Salvador; Maria —
tracing imaginary lines
of constellations
as lifelines in my palms.
I measure the drawings no one can forget.
I cannot forget what was visible.
One of us remembers; one forgets.
Alzheimer’s takes away pain and memory.
They count on it —
one less witness to disturb the sleepers.
For without memory, even horrible memories,
memories beyond repair,
can prevent the past
from relentlessly repeating. This
is the deepest of space.
This is what a telescope should search for.
Like discovering
a double constellation
looks like a pair of eyes
seeing deeply
into the bottomless pit of our trembling souls,
finding echoes of nothingness.
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XIV.
Far mountains of snow know forbiddances like this.
Sixty ears of earth-satellite discs listen for this.
In an observatory, distant voices
of missing children
try to find where they belong.
The search of belonging is scar-tissue.
It is estimated in Chile, 30,000 were missing
while 30,000 did nothing to stop it.
This is what I must witness to.
There is no other way.
I will bend silence until I find the missing voices.
This is the demand for justice and
the demand to find a better way to get justice
than to punish the ones who inflicted pain
in order to break the cycle —
an expanding
never-ending spiral galaxy
losing track of itself.
The disappeared must reappear. They must
provide essential testimony
to things no one wants to hear.
I must speak for them, until my tongue is a grinding desert
of buried bone fragments
wounded women search among
for their lost loved ones.
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XV.
A man walks across the open desert with a shovel,
looking for another place to dig. He will dig
until exhaustion. He will dig because he has no choice.
Voices are telling him where to look.
He unearths the past from the chest of the earth,
opening a Pandora’s Box of indisputable secrets.
Its condemned secrets are morning dust,
mourning and keening
for what was taken away and destroyed.
Some of us can sleep peacefully.
Some cannot.
Some of us study the past
to learn about ourselves.
Some know too much. Some say,
things cannot be compared. I say,
opposites are always the same.
Some are still searching.
I am one of them.
I witness this searching.
I grind as marbles into dust.
The lost is the vastness of imagined space.
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XVI.
17 years after Pinochet buried the remains
of our collective past,
he ordered it dug up.
The evidence was taken somewhere else
so no one could see the proof, taken
while no one was looking
so no one would have to witness
the terrible truth.
But bones have a way of speaking.
Some say, he had the skeletons dug up
by ruthless bulldozers
taken to marbled colored seas
where they would wash away into legends
no one would believe, something
no one needs to believe
happens anymore.
No one knows the truth of this
or that.
Evidence was disposed of and grounded,
but evidence has a way of revealing itself.
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XVII.
Women search the desert where the bones had been.
They searched for victims for over 27 years,
shifting sand
dust
wind
memory.
They would find a tiny bone,
almost crushed, almost missed in the digging.
This is almost calling for celebration —
A victim has been found!
A memory has been reclaimed.
Evidence is exposed
in desert light.
There is a gathered digging. More fragments
are brought to light. More lies are uncovered.
Now comes the despair
more empty
than desert
or endless space.
Bone chips do not lie.
Nor do they lie in the ground forever.
The forever-guilt cannot sink so easily.
Inside each bone is a story of torture or murder
as well as the creation of the universe.
Each is a connection,
a past when things began or ended.
Tanks shoot holes in the moon.
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XVIII.
Here is a thicker secret.
Here is a bullet mark
where it exited out in such a hurry
it struck through another bone.
Here they were shot from below.
Here is where they were killed while praying.
Here is a shattered skull
in silence
wanting to speak.
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XIX.
The smell of decay is a burgundy sock.
It is intense moaning from the earth.
It is the re-experiencing of death.
I dig.
I dig as long as I can
at questions I cannot answer —
did they just carelessly toss these remains
while other remains went
into the mouth of the sea?
I do not know —
but I am taught to Believe.
I cannot stop asking
questions that have no answers.
Hope gives me equal teaspoons of despair
and questing for trying.
I want to unearth answers. I want what is hidden.
I want the next day to reveal some intangible truth,
a femur, hold it up into light, see like an x-ray machine.
the answers it contains
like a bell that cannot ring.
And if not then,
then the next day; or perhaps, the next day;
or, the day after that. The stretching of days
into immense constellations
of memory no one understands.
I must witness often and loudly.
The disappearance
and the finding:
the two are connected.
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XX.
(Everything is dreaming.)
I am filled. I am filled. I am filled to exhaustion,
with women’s reed-like voices
speaking about the dead
like there is no tomorrow.
They are walls of concentrated pain.
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XXI.
Did you know
stars are made of the same calcium
in our bones?
We are a part of the creation and its beginnings.
We are both cosmos
and the rise and fall of cosmos.
Nothing in this universe is truly lost.
We are morally obligated to never forget.
We must never forget
the creation of destruction,
nor the destructive force of creation.
We must never forget tragedies.
We must restlessly search
for answers
where there are none
and find questions where there are none,
even if the answers are blurred
as distance in desert heat waves.
Even if
the answers are dumped unceremoniously into the sea
or tossed into abandoned mines,
hoping the voiceless will never become heard.
It suits this visionless world
to know less
of what has happened,
what tragedy is hidden currently,
what is grounded under,
what plans are still being made
for the uncertain future of others.
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XXII.
We bring back bone fragments —
finding about the tremendous undertaking that took place
of extermination and condemning —
and who wants to admit
they were silent
while silence was sliced
and silence continues?
Six women remain on a hill, searching.
Six fragments of witness
to the fragmentary world
of secrets and exposed secrets,
like stars
collapsing into black holes.
The past catches up to us.
Our ancestors once gathered pebbles
washed up from the sea.
They treated the pebbles reverently.
It was as if
the rocks spoke to them.
It was as if the rocks said
we have witnessed the beginning of the world,
we will witness its end.
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XXIII.
Later, when I walk in a cavern of whale bones,
I begin to understand
its secrets
while its secrets imagine me.
The whale bones are arches
inside the belly of a cathedral.
Its sacredness speaks to me.
The sacredness swims constellations
into my blood. It speaks of the dead;
I did not hear. I had to listen
again, and again, and again.
When the body of secrets is skeletal,
when the calcium of creation hums
in our bones in recognition,
this is when our ancestors speak
like random marbles reaching a critical mass.
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XXIV.
The evidence of erasure whispers
the secrets of Pinochet, Stalin, Pol Pot,
Idi Amin, and the rest;
They must hear, restlessly, their nameless crimes.
The whispers arrive from Afghanistan,
Bangladesh, Cambodia, Congo,
East Timor, Indonesia, Iraq, Nepal,
Sierra Leone, Sri Lanka, Germany,
Siberia, Serbia,
Argentina, Bosnia, America, Peru, Spain,
and all the other mass graves.
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XXV.
Walking across a desert,
escaping the moon, searching into
pain and shame, into oppression and suppression,
into unresolved sadness,
finding the recyclable energy of stars,
finding the absence felt in the stars —
when one of us is destroyed,
it is bone-shaking.
Desesperardo, desnudo, los muertos.2
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XXVI.
Witness here —
this wall
of yellow photographs
of the disappeared. See
these pictures as unspoken
evidence. See them as testimony
of pain and loss. See the wall
for what it is:
a witness of forcible removal.
The pictures say,
Remember me. The pictures say,
We are all temporary.
The pictures say,
We are star dust and wind in empty trees.
This is the astronomy of history. This
is the astronomy of witness.
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XXVII.
One of the women searching the desert
is brought to the telescope to look
into the stars —
what she sees
is always in the past,
surrounding cat-eye marbles stare back,
constellations cluster
galaxies of memory — memories of stolen
and retrieved bodies, erased names
and the attached names —
a gravitational pull of memory,
the precise time of forgiving,
nights of lights-out
and blackouts,
of endless questioning.
Many doors of truth,
some easily opened,
some nailed shut.
One opens into the heart of stars,
into bones.
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XXVIII.
Leave this witness behind —
more sequences, more fears
of our collective memory
and collective history,
and infinite possibilities —
Marrow of loss,
a too-long a longing, a prayer
parched beyond repair,
inconvenient memories
always just there
but not, nothingness
and the creation out of nothingness
into somethingness,
songs of searching
and identifying and naming
the nameless,
the dark secret,
the many secrets,
boxes that were nailed shut,
another day, and another, and another, and another.
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XXIX.
Light emerging —
stars,
then singularities,
infinite,
exacting,
a moment almost prayer,
almost god-like,
almost enough.
Risa infinita!³
Ah, esto venir a casa glorioso!4
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Spanish Translations:
1. I am desperate. Everything is desperate.
2. Desperate, naked, dead.
3. Endless laughter!
4. Oh, this glorious coming home!

About the Poem and Movie
All tragedies are universal. The movie, Nostalgia for the Light, combines astronomy with the “disappearances”
in Chile and witness. Although this particular tragedy seems a long time ago, it is just one of many atrocities
by mankind. The list, unfortunately, is rather long. This poem, as long as it is, is a mere eyelash blink in the
relative history of violence.
On one hand, we all yearn for Peace; on the other hand, some people grab it through violent means. We do not
seem to know, we do not understand, that we are the “stuff” of stars: calcium.
As a Quaker, I believe in “that of God in everyone.” This means that I cannot kill someone, because then I
would be killing God. Quakers firmly believe in peacemaking. During Vietnam I served as a medic for the
American Friends Service Committee. We tended to the wounded on all sides of the conflict.
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